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The Urban Affairs Association is the international professional organization for urban scholars and researchers. The Association exists to encourage the dissemination of information and research findings about urbanism and urbanization, to support the development of university education, research, and service programs in urban affairs, and to provide leadership in fostering urban affairs as a professional and academic field. UAA includes both institutional and individual members from colleges and universities throughout North America and Europe. Among its other activities, UAA sponsors the Journal of Urban Affairs.
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25th ANNUAL MEETING
"URBAN CONTINUITIES, URBAN CHANGE: CELEBRATING 25 YEARS OF UAA
Portland Marriott Hotel
Portland, Oregon • May 3-6, 1995

Wednesday, May 3
2:00 - 7:00
REGISTRATION (Conference Headquarters Desk—Lower Level)

2:00 - 3:30
SITE SELECTION COMMITTEE (Salem)

3:30 - 5:30
GOVERNING BOARD MEETING (Eugene)

6:00 - 7:30
OPENING RECEPTION (Salon E)

Thursday, May 4
6:30 - 7:30
12th ANNUAL UAA FUN RUN
This tour of downtown Portland and the nearby hills departs from the lobby.

7:00 - 8:15
BREAKFAST & OPEN ROUNDTABLES (Salons A-D)

7:00 - 8:15
CENTER DIRECTORS’ ROUNDTABLE (Salons A-D)

8:30 - 10:00
MINI-PLENARIES
• Diversity & the Urban World (Salon E)
• Looking Ahead to the Future: Oregon’s Approach to Urban Policy (Salon F)

9:30 - 6:00
BOOK EXHIBIT/PAPER EXCHANGE (Portland)

10:00 - 10:30
COFFEE/CONVERSATION (Lower Level Foyer)
Program Overview

10:30 - 12:00

CONCURRENT PANELS
1. Frostbelt Cities & Their Challenges (Medford)
2. Political Diversity & Government
   Responsiveness (Salon A)
3. Challenges in Assisted Housing & Integration
   Programs (Salon B)
4. Forging New Partnerships: The Community-
   University Nexus (Salon C)
5. Metropolitan Governance without Metropolitan
   Government: A Follow-Up to the July '94
   NAMICUR/ EURICUR Conference (Salon D)
6. Urban Restructuring in North America: The Case
   of Montreal (Salon G)
7. Planning for Change in Small Cities (Salon H)
8. Colloquy: History & Importance of the Urban
   Studies Field (Salon I)

12:00 - 1:45

LUNCHEON WITH SPEAKERS (Salon E)
* Celebrating 25 Years of UAA
  George Wendel, St. Louis University
  Patricia Florestano, University of Baltimore
  Patricia Edwards, Virginia Polytechnic
  Institute & State University

2:00 - 3:30

CONCURRENT PANELS
9. Assessing Economic Development Policy on
   Both Sides of the Atlantic (Eugene)
10. Rational Expectations & False Promises: The
    Role of Policy in Seeing the Difference
    (Medford)
11. Regimes and Anti-Regimes: International & U.S.
    Perspectives (Salon A)
12. Gender in Urban State & Polity: A Century of
    Change (Salon B)
13. Images of the City I (Salon C)
    Empirical Reality (Salon D)
15. New Information Technologies & the City (Salon G)
16. The Big Picture in Housing: Markets & Policies
    (Salon H)
17. Colloquy: The Future of Urban Affairs (Salon I)

Program Overview

3:30 - 4:00

COFFEE/CONVERSATION (Lower Level Foyer)

4:00 - 5:30

CONCURRENT PANELS
18. Home Rule, Responsibility, & Responsiveness in
    Local Government (Medford)
    Development: What Have We Learned in the
    Past 25 Years? (Salon A)
20. Too Little, Too Late: The Politics of Local
    Complacency in the U.K. (Salon B)
21. Constructing Race & Ethnicity in Contemporary
    Cities (Salon C)
22. Immigration and Sunbelt Cities: New Social and
    Spatial Forms (Salon D)
23. Mega-Events to Reshape the City: Atlanta
    Prepares for the Olympics & Beyond (Salon G)
24. Urban Redevelopment & Grassroots
    Movements: The View from the Neighborhoods
    (Salon H)
25. Colloquy: 20 Years of Planning Downtown
    Portland (Salon I)

5:45 - 6:45

BUSINESS MEETING (Meadowlark/Douglas Fir)

7:00 - 9:00

DINNER CRUISE ABOARD THE
STERNWHEELER COLUMBIA GORGE

FRIDAY, MAY 5

7:00 - 8:15

BREAKFAST & OPEN ROUNDTABLES (Salons A-D)

7:00 - 8:15

CENTER DIRECTORS’ ROUNDTABLE (Salons A-D)

8:30 - 10:00

PLENARY SESSION (Salon F)
* City, Suburb; Black, White:
  Is There a Role for Public Policy?
  Nathan Glazer, Harvard University

9:30 - 6:00

BOOK EXHIBIT/PAPER EXCHANGE (Portland)
Program Overview

10:00 - 10:30
COFFEE/CONVERSATION (Lower Level Foyer)

10:30 - 12:00
CONCURRENT PANELS
26. Issues in Local Government Administration (Medford)
27. Community Outreach Partnership Centers: First Steps (Salon A)
28. Demographic Change & the Racial Composition of Urban Areas (Salon B)
29. Economic Perspectives on the Central Cities & Suburbs (Salon C)
30. New Issues in Urban Political Economy (Salon D)
31. New Theoretical Perspectives on Urban Space & the Built Environment (Salon G)
32. Cities & the Environment: Politics & Policy (Salon H)
33. Colloquy: Federal Empowerment Zones & Enterprise Communities—An Old House with New Siding? (Salon I)

12:00 - 1:45
LUNCHEON WITH SPEAKER (Salon E)
  • The Role of the Urban University in Community Revitalization
    Judith Ramaley, Portland State University

2:00 - 3:30
CONCURRENT PANELS
34. Empirical Analysis of Economic Development Strategies (Medford)
35. The Reorchestration of Old Themes or a New Refrain? The EZEC Act of 1993 (Salon A)
36. Post Industrial Politics (Salon B)
37. Under-Representation and the Underclass: Current Debates about U.S. Inner Cities (Salon C)
38. Community Planning & Community Participation (Salon D)
39. Images of the City II (Salon G)
40. Reexamining the Chicago School, Urban Sociology & Urban Ethnography (Salon H)
41. Colloquy: Policymaking in the U.S. Common Market of Local Economic Regions (Salon I)

3:30 - 4:00
COFFEE/CONVERSATION (Lower Level Foyer)

Program Overview

4:00 - 5:30
CONCURRENT PANELS
42. Fair Housing & Integration (Eugene)
43. Community Planning versus Community Organizing (Medford)
44. Urbanization & Sustainable Development (Salon A)
45. Tackling the Tough Issues: Homelessness & Hunger (Salon B)
46. International Collaboration on Urban Research & Education: Report on the Bristol Conference (Salon C)
47. Business & Human Capital Development as Urban Policy (Salon D)
48. Public Policy for Families & Children (Salon G)
49. Livable Cities, Livable Neighborhoods? (Salon H)
50. Colloquy: University Partnerships—Urban/Metropolitan Public Policy & the Role of the University (Salon I)

5:30 - 7:00
GOVERNING BOARD MEETING (Meadowlark)

6:00 - 8:00
SAGE/URBAN AFFAIRS REVIEW RECEPTION (Mount Hood)
  celebrating 30 years of UAQ and looking forward to many more for UAR

SATURDAY, MAY 6
7:30 - 8:45
BREAKFAST & OPEN ROUNDTABLES (Salon E)

7:30 - 8:45
JUA EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING (Meadowlark)

8:30 - 12:30
PAPER EXCHANGE (Portland)

9:00 - 10:30
CONCURRENT PANELS
51. Urban Restructuring & Neighborhood Transition (Eugene)
52. Disney & the City (Medford)
Program Overview

53. Civic Capacity & Civic Education (Salon A)
54. Corporate Strategies & Economic Restructuring (Salon B)
55. Assessing Urban Regeneration: Beyond Tourism & Sports Complexes to High Tech & Prestige Projects (Salon C)
56. Emerging Local Responses to Environmental Problems: The Evolution of Different National Approaches (Salon D)
57. Reinventing City Services: Equity, Efficiency & Democracy (Salon G)
58. Welfare Reform & Training Programs: Innovative Approaches & Demonstration Projects (Salon H)
59. Colloquy: Do We Really Matter? Social Research & Urban Policy (Salon I)

10:30 - 11:00
COFFEE/CONVERSATION (Lower Level Foyer)

11:00 - 12:30
CONCURRENT PANELS
60. Rethinking the Urban Agenda in the U.S. & the U.K. (Eugene)
61. Statistical Analysis of Urban Conditions (Medford)
62. Leadership & Change in Local Non-Profit Organizations (Salon A)
64. Federalism, Regionalism & Growth Strategies in Comparative Perspective (Salon C)
65. The Organization of Metropolitan Areas: Theory and Politics (Salon D)
66. Rolling the Dice with U.S. Cities: How City Officials and Neighborhood Coalitions Mitigate the Impacts of Gaming (Salon G)
67. Neighborhood in the 90s: The Evolution of a Conceptual Framework (Salon H)
68. Colloquy: Banfield's Unheavenly City, Revisited—Redemption or Eternal Damnation? (Salon I)

12:30 - 1:45
LUNCH ON YOUR OWN

Program Overview

1:45 -
LIMITED ATTENDANCE TOURS
Please note: advance sign-up required because space is limited

#1 Downtown Portland (1:45 - 3:30; $5) a walking tour focused on urban design and architecture. Tour guide: Mark Bello, Portland Bureau of Planning

#2 Wild in the City (1:45 - 4:30; $15) van tour of Forest Park to consider the benefits it provides and issues it raises (also a short hike if weather permits). Tour guide: David Morgan, PSU and board member, Friends of Forest Park

#3 Planning for Growth (1:45 - 5:00; $15) a visit to North America's oldest urban growth boundary with its former guardian and a commercial realtor. Tour guides: Ethan Seltzer & Mike Ragsdale

#4 This Pub's for You! (1:45 - 6:00; $15) the microbrew capital of the U.S., Portland has some great sampling locations, from refurbished warehouses to post-modern palaces. Tour guides: PSU grad students Mark Herwick & David Sutherland

25TH ANNUAL MEETING COMMITTEE

Program Co-Chairs:
Robert Waste, California State University, Chico, and Cleveland State University
Judith Garber, University of Alberta

Local Hosts:
School of Urban and Public Affairs,
Portland State University
Nohad Toulan, Dean
Nancy Chapman, Chair,
Department of Urban Studies and Planning,
Local Arrangements Chair

UAA 25th Anniversary Celebrations:
Daphne Spain, University of Virginia
Program Information

Guidelines for Panel Moderators and Presenters

- Start promptly!
- Reserve at least 30 minutes for discussion open to the audience.
- Panelists have only 12 minutes if there are four papers (15 minutes if are three) to present their research question, methodology, major findings, and any conclusions they have drawn—and reading papers is absolutely not acceptable.
- Moderators must warn presenters when they have 5 minutes left of their time and again when there is 1 minute left of their time.
- Remarks by panel moderators—to introduce the topics or the panelists or to summarize what was discussed—may not exceed 12 minutes if there are four papers (15 minutes if there are three).

Book Display/Paper Exchange

The Portland Room on the lower level near the conference headquarters desk contains both the book display and the paper exchange. (Presenters should give extra copies of their papers to the conference staff when they register.) Papers are on sale for $1 each; a file of paper abstracts is also kept at the conference headquarters desk.

& Some Definitions

A panel is . . . formal consideration of an issue through the presentation of several papers followed by relatively structured discussion among the papers presenters and the audience.

A colloquy is . . . formal discussion of an issue.

A roundtable is . . . informal discussion of an issue over breakfast (and a good way to meet people who share your interests).

Detailed information about the concurrent sessions is provided on the following pages . . . .

Concurrent Sessions

Thursday, May 4

7:00 - 8:15

OPEN ROUNDTABLES (Salons A-D)

#1 A Fresh Idea that Really Works! The Minnesota Governor’s Design Team Community Visioning & Planning Approach — Arthur Mehrhoff, Saint Cloud State University, convener

#2 Survey Research Centers at Urban Universities — Douglas Coe, San Diego State University, convener

#3 Using Urban Simulations in the Classroom — Ronald Vogel, University of Louisville, convener

#4 Meet the (Urban Journal) Editors — Scott Cummings, University of Louisville and editor, Journal of Urban Affairs, convener

7:00 - 8:15

CENTER DIRECTORS' ROUNDTABLE (Salons A-D)

Thomas Scott, University of Minnesota, convener

8:30 - 10:00

MINI PLENARIES

- Diversity & the Urban World (Salon E) — Daphne Spain, University of Virginia, moderator
  "Why Race and Gender Matter in Public Policy" — J. Eugene Grigsby, III, University of California at Los Angeles
  "Gender and Latino Urban Politics: Challenging Our Assumptions" — Carol Hardy-Fanta, University of Massachusetts - Boston

- Looking Ahead to the Future: Oregon's Approach to Urban Policy (Salon F) — Ethan Seltzer, Portland State University, moderator
  "The 2040 Plan" — John Fregonesi, METRO
  "Oregon's Benchmark Program" — Duncan Wyse, Oregon Progress Board
  "Lessons in Perspective" — Carl Abbott, Portland State University
  Discussant: Nohad Toulan, Portland State University
Concurrent Sessions

10:30 - 12:00
CONCURRENT PANELS

1. Frostbelt Cities & Their Challenges (Medford)
   — Sammis White, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, moderator
   • Cleveland: Comeback Fact or Fiction?
     Mittie Olion Chandler, Cleveland State University
   • Saying "No" to a Providence Downtown Shopping Mall?
     Chester Smolski, Rhode Island College
   • The Loss of Central-City Leadership: The Case of Toledo
     Ronald Randall, University of Toledo
   • Community Response to Sports-driven Urban Development: The Case of the United Center
     Costas Spirou, National-Louis University

2. Political Diversity & Government
   Responsiveness (Salon A) — Robyne Turner, Florida Atlantic University, moderator
   • Gender & the Black Urban Underclass: An Assessment of Political Participation
     Yvette Alex-Assensoh, Indiana University
   • The Politics of Issue Redefinition in Community Revitalization
     Edward Goetz, University of Minnesota
   • Low-Income Women as Capital Investors: The Case of Non-Profit Affordable Housing
     Robyne Turner, Florida Atlantic University
   • Women & Minority Entrepreneurs in Cities & Suburbs
     Peggy Killmer, University of Louisville

3. Challenges in Assisted Housing & Integration Programs (Salon B) — Danny Balfour, University of Akron, moderator
   • The Conflicts of “Aging in Place”: Elderly Women & Public Housing
     Kristine Miranne, University of New Orleans
   • Housing Cost & Quality Among the Elderly
     John Gilderbloom, University of Louisville
   • An Approach to Evaluate Social Programs of Housing Integration in Mixed Suburban Communities
     Effraim Ben-Zadok, Florida Atlantic University

Thursday, May 4

• Shifting the Emphasis in Lease-Purchase Housing Programs for Low-Income Households
  Danny Balfour, University of Akron

4. Forging New Partnerships: The Community-University Nexus (Salon C) — Barbara Ferman, Temple University, moderator
   • Urban Higher Education: Facilitating Community Involvement
     David Bartelt, Temple University
   • The Academy Hits the Streets: Documenting a Pilot Project in Community-based Research
     Barbara Ferman and Anne Shlay, Temple University
   • Harnessing the Tensions: University-Community Policy
     Philip Nyden and Joanne Adams, Loyola University of Chicago
   • How Higher Education Must Respond to Poverty & Children At-Risk
     Vijay Kapur, Armstrong State College

5. Metropolitan Governance without Metropolitan Government: A Follow-Up to the July ’94 NAMICUR/EURICUR Conference (Salon D) — Donald Phares, North American Institute for Comparative Urban Research and University of Missouri - St Louis, moderator
   • Metropolitan Governance in Canada
     Alan Artibise, University of British Columbia
   • Who Governs America’s Urban Regions?
     John Stuart Hall, Arizona State University
   • Metropolitan Governance in European Cities?
     Leo van den Berg, European Institute for Comparative Urban Research & Erasmus University

6. Urban Restructuring in North America: The Case of Montreal (Salon G) — Marc Levine, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, moderator
   • Metropolitan Governance and Urban Restructuring in Montreal Since 1970
     Jean-Pierre Collin, Universite du Quebec
   • Economic Restructuring and Urban Decline: The Rise, Fall, and Rise (?) of Montreal
     Pierre Lamonde, Institut national de la recherche scientifique - Urbanisation
   • Culture Shock: Immigration, Suburbanization,
Concurrent Sessions

and the Remaking of Francophone Montreal
Marc Levine, University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee

7. Planning for Change in Small Cities (Salon H) —
    R. Allen Hays, University of Northern Iowa, moderator
- The Community Economic Development
  Experience in Iowa
  Andrew Conrad, University of Northern Iowa
- Planning for Human Services in Small Cities
  R. Allen Hays, University of Northern Iowa
- The Differential Impacts of New Housing
  Construction vs. Housing Rehabilitation: Planning for HOME Funds in Waterloo, Iowa
  Zhong Yi Tong, University of Northern Iowa
- Economic Development in Locales Both Rural & Urban
  Phyllis Green, Wright State University

8. Colloquy: History & Importance of the Urban Studies Field (Salon I) — Paul Niebanck,
    Portland State University, moderator
    Carl Abbott, Portland State University
    David Ames, University of Delaware
    Eugenie Birch, Hunter College
    Mark Herwick, Portland State University
    Nohad Toulan, Portland State University

2:00 - 3:30
CONCURRENT PANELS

    Paddison, University of Glasgow, moderator
- 25 Years Backwards & Forwards in Birmingham
  Jean Badman and David Chapman, University of Central England in Birmingham
- North American and European Cities: 25 Years of Change or 25 Years of Decline?
  Sammis White, University of Wisconsin
- Examining the Political Efficacy of Property-led Urban Regeneration Schemes in U.S. Cities
  Scott Salmon, Miami University
- Skills Commitment, Individual Commitment & Local Economic Development: The U.K. Case

Thursday, May 4

Mike Campbell, Leeds Metropolitan University

10. Rational Expectations & False Promises: The Role of Policy in Seeing the Difference
    (Medford) — Arthur Nelson, Georgia Institute of Technology, moderator
- The Effect of Accuracy in Planning & Forecasting on Returns to Housing Investment in Atlanta
  Amy Helling, Georgia State University
- Urban Growth Boundaries as Urban Development Forecasts
  Lewis Hopkins and Gerrit Knaap, University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana
- False Promises and Bailouts: Assessing the Distribution of S&L Bailout Costs with Policy Implications
  Arthur Nelson, Georgia Institute of Technology
- Neighborhood Service Centers: Old Wine in New Bottles?
  Nancy McCarthy Synder, Wichita State University

11. Regimes and Anti-Regimes: International & U.S. Perspectives (Salon A) — Christopher Leo,
    University of Winnipeg, moderator
- Anti-Regime in New Haven: Dilemmas of Regime Change in the Urban Institutional Field
  Paul Johnston and William Holt, Yale University
- The Development Urban Regime & an Environmental Issue: A Case Study
  Timothy Mead, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
- Development Regimes in the Sunbelt: Tampa & Jacksonville
  Robert Kerstein, University of Tampa
- The Political Economy of Regime Politics: An International Perspective on Urban Development and Political Choice
  Serena Vicari Haddock, University of Pavia; Paul Kantor, Fordham University; and Hank Savitch, University of Louisville

12. Gender in Urban State & Polity: A Century of Change (Salon B) — Roberta Steinbacher,
    Cleveland State University, moderator
Concurrent Sessions

- Emerging Voices
  Jennifer Alexander, Cleveland State University

- Women in Government: Gender & Urban Survival at the End of the Millennium
  Roberta Steinbacher, Cleveland State University

- Settlement Women & Bureau Men: Gender & Urban Reform in the Progressive Era
  Camilla Stivers, Evergreen State College

- Women in City Management: Gender & Community Responsiveness
  Deborah Kimble, Cleveland State University

- Discusant: Meredith Newman, Washington State University - Vancouver

13. Images of the City I (Salon C) — Judy Garber,
   University of Alberta, moderator

- Justice, Politics & the Creation of Urban Space
  Susan Fainstein, Rutgers University

- Decent People Shouldn’t Live Here: The American City in Cinema
  Douglas Muzzio, Baruch College of The City University of New York

- The Local Community as Producer of Culture & Wealth
  Meredith Ramsay, University of Massachusetts, Boston

- A Web Spun Well: Creating a New Paradigm of Urban Community
  Kathy McKee, Georgia State University


- TV News, Crime & the City
  Danilo Yanich, University of Delaware

- Satisfaction with the Police in Neighborhood Context
  D. Mark Austin and Ronald Vogel, University of Louisville

- Urban Crime and Safety: Community Perspectives
  Diane Brown and David Martin, Wayne State University

- Transit-related Crime in Suburban Areas: Perception vs. Reality

Thursday, May 4

Theodore Poister, Georgia State University

15. New Information Technologies & the City (Salon G) — Patricia Edwards, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University, moderator

- Front Ends & Firewalls: Issues of Information System Design in the Urban Context
  Jo Ann Oravec, Baruch College, City University of New York

- The Urban Information Highway: A Virtual Community or Elitist Lobby?
  Genie Stowers, San Francisco State University

- Geographic Information Systems as a Practical Tool for Neighborhood Assessment
  Michael Barndt, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

- The Significance of Scale in the Analysis of Gentrification
  Mickey Lauria and Michael Stout, University of New Orleans

16. The Big Picture in Housing: Markets & Policies (Salon H) — John Gilderbloom, University of Louisville, moderator

- Urban Policy in the 1990s: Old (1970s) Wine in New Bottles?
  Ken Chilton, University of Louisville

- Institutional Determinants of Housing Supply: International Comparisons
  Anna Hardman, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University

- Race & Real Estate in Urban America, 1940-1960
  Raymond Mohl, Florida Atlantic University

- Taking without Compensation in Low Income Areas: Turning Tragedy into Opportunity
  Elise Bright, University of Texas at Arlington

17. Colloquy: The Future of Urban Affairs (Salon I)

- Daniel Rich and Robert Warren, University of Delaware, moderators

  Roger Caves, San Diego State University
  Scott Cummings, University of Louisville
  Anthony Filipovitch, Mankato State University
  Frances Frisken, Calumet College, York University
  Robin Hambleton, University of Wales, College of Cardiff
  Nohad Toulan, Portland State University
Concurrent Sessions

4:00 - 5:30

CONCURRENT PANELS

18. Home Rule, Responsibility, & Responsiveness in Local Government (Medford) — Platon Rigos, University of South Florida, moderator
   • Maryland
     Patricia Florestano, University of Baltimore
   • Nebraska
     Dale Krane and Russell Smith, University of Nebraska at Omaha
   • North Dakota
     Mary Grisez Kweit, University of North Dakota
   • Wisconsin
     Steven Hintz, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh
   • North Carolina
     James Svara, North Carolina State University
   • Kentucky
     Janet Patton, Eastern Kentucky University

   • Community Development Strategy & Implementation: Relating Program Design to Program Results
     Ross Gittell, University of New Hampshire, and Margaret Wilder, State University of New York at Albany
   • Community-based Development Organizations: A Model for Change
     Marilyn Gittell and Kathe Newman, Graduate School and University Center, City University of New York
   • Discussants: Richard Barrera, Consensus Organizing Institute; Kirk Harris, South Shore Bank; Phillip Thompson, Barnard College

20. Too Little, Too Late: The Politics of Local Complacency in the U.K. (Salon B) — Murray Stewart, University of Bristol, moderator
   • Too Little, Too Late: The Local Politics of Complacency in the U.K.
     Murray Stewart, University of Bristol

Thursday, May 4

• From Local Politics to Structured Incoherence: The Bristol Development Corporation & Single Regeneration Budget as State Power at the Local Level
  Mo O’Toole, University of Bristol

21. Constructing Race & Ethnicity in Contemporary Cities (Salon C) — Anna Santiago, Indiana University, moderator
   • Citizen Ethnic: The Paradox of Ethnicity & Citizenship in the Modern World
     Daniel Monti, Boston University
   • African-American Female Leaders in an Urban Environment
     Curtina Moreland-Young and Scott McDonald, Jackson State University
   • Fear of the Gangsta: The Foundation for Legal Responses to Gangs
     Morris Jenkins, Pennsylvania State University at Ogontz
   • Reframing Racial Integration Discourse
     Janet Smith, Cleveland State University

22. Immigration and Sunbelt Cities: New Social and Spatial Forms (Salon D) — David Goldfield, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, moderator
   • New Mexico’s Colonias: The Roadrunners Are Coming Home to Roost
     Ellen Rosell, New Mexico State University
   • Texas Border Colonias: Self-Built, Substandard Sub-Urbanism that Cities Don’t Want to Annex
     Duncan Earle, Texas A&M University
   • Immigrants and the City: Redefining Hyper-Segregation
     Ali Modarres, California State University, Los Angeles
   • Sunbelt Citizens & Human Services: What Do They Think, Want & Need?
     Roger Caves and Douglas Cae, San Diego State University

23. Mega-Events to Reshape the City: Atlanta Prepares for the Olympics & Beyond (Salon G) — Harvey Newman, Georgia State University, moderator
   • Leveraging the Mega-Event: Atlanta’s Efforts to Boost Its Infrastructure & Host the 1996
Concurrent Sessions

Olympics
Barbara Ray, Georgia State University
- Climbing the Second Peak of Mount Olympus: Atlanta's Olympic Neighborhood Revitalization Program
  Carla Robinson-Barnes, Georgia State University
- Atlanta Welcomes the World: Preparations for the 1996 Olympic Games by the City's Hospitality Business
  Harvey Newman, Georgia State University
- North American Cities & the Mega-Event
  Mary-Kay Tews, Georgia State University

24. Urban Redevelopment & Grassroots Movements: The View from the Neighborhoods
(Salon H) — Dennis Keating, Cleveland State University, moderator
- Social & Environmental Challenges Facing Chicago's Western Suburbs
  Sam Bass Warner, Brandeis University, and Judith Martin, University of Minnesota
- Gentrification & Community: Baltimore's Inner Harbor
  George Wagner, University of Maryland Baltimore County
- Changing Patterns of Home Mortgage Lending in St. Louis, 1990-1992
  Heather MacDonald, University of Iowa
- Urban Redevelopment and Grassroots Movements in Chicago & Sheffield: Parallel Aspirations, Contrasting Contexts, & Ambiguous Legacies
  Larry Bennett, DePaul University

25. Colloquy: 20 Years of Planning Downtown Portland
(Salon I) — Norman Krumholz, Cleveland State University, moderator
- Ernie Bonner, Past Planning Director, City of Portland
- Norman Krumholz, Cleveland State University
- Margaret Strachan, Past Portland City Commissioner
- Mark Richard Bello, Portland Planning Bureau

Friday, May 5

7:00 - 8:15
OPEN ROUNDTABLES (Salons A-D)
#1 North American & European Cities: Establishing Common Ground between Urban Scholars — Ronan Paddison, University of Glasgow, convener
#2 The Ph.D. Capstone Course in Urban & Public Affairs — John Gilderbloom and Gary Dennis, University of Louisville, conveners
#3 Looking Forward: The Emerging Role of Higher Education and Health Care Organizations in Local Urban Economic Development — Richard Geruson, La Salle University, and Nathaniel Popkin, University of Pennsylvania, conveners
#4 The Role of Urban Programs in Increasing Access to Electronic Data About Cities — Michael Barndt, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, convener

10:30 - 12:00
CONCURRENT PANELS
26. Issues in Local Government Administration
(Medford) — Yong Hyo Cho, San Francisco State University, moderator
- Monitoring Local Government Performance: Implementing Service Efforts & Accomplishments Reporting
  Brian Stipak and Daniel O'Toole, Portland State University
- Public Authority Management: An Ethnographic Description for Citizen Board Members
  C. James Owen, Indiana University
- Leadership & Management Behavior among Ohio Local Government Administrators
  Norman Fogel, University of Dayton

27. Community Outreach Partnership Centers: First Steps (Salon A) — Robin Boyle, Wayne State University, moderator
- Laurie Alperin and Wim Wiewel, University of Illinois at Chicago
- Diane Brown, Wayne State University
Concurrent Sessions

Patricia Jaysane, Merrimack College
Jane Karadbill, U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development
Richard LeGates, San Francisco State University
Rex LaMore, Michigan State University
Barry Sullivan, Pratt Institute

28. **Demographic Change & the Racial Composition of Urban Areas** (Salon B) — Annie Johnson Benfield, University of Alabama at Birmingham, moderator

- Twenty-Five Years of Urbanization Policies
  James Chambers, Indiana State University

- Trends in Central City/Suburban Ring Segregation of Blacks & Latinos during the 1980s
  Anna Santiago, Indiana University

- The Effects of Intermetropolitan Migration on Labor Force Participation in Poor Communities
  David Sawicki, Georgia Institute of Technology

- Continuity or Change? The Transformation of an Urban Hispanic Parish in Union City, New Jersey
  Yolanda Prieto, Ramapo College

29. **Economic Perspectives on the Central Cities & Suburbs** (Salon C) — Edward Rogowsky, Brooklyn College of the City University of New York, moderator

- The Economic Roots of Urban Successes during the 1980s
  Edward Hill, Cleveland State University, and Hal Wolman, Wayne State University

- The Intrametropolitan Location of Industry: A Study of Eight Metropolitan Areas
  Anthony Humphrey and Krishna Akundi, University of New Orleans-Lakefront

- The Growing Dependence of Downtowns on the Suburban Labor Supply
  Richard Bingham and Veronica Kalich, Cleveland State University

- Office and Industrial Structure: Fixed Structures in Transition
  Nancy Green Leigh, Georgia Institute of Technology

**Discussant:** Jay Stein, University of Florida

30. **New Issues in Urban Political Economy** (Salon D)

Friday, May 5

- Cynthia Horan, Wesleyan University, moderator
  - Expanding Regime Theory: Republican Cities in the Industrial Age
    Gerald Berk, University of Oregon, and Todd Swanson, State University of New York at Albany
  - Local Citizenship in a Global Era
    Susan Clarke, University of Colorado
  - Development Policy as State-Building
    Cynthia Horan, Wesleyan University
  - Crossing the Street: Connecting Grassroots Activism with Higher Level Political Change
    Lynn Staeheli, University of Colorado

31. **New Theoretical Perspectives on Urban Space & the Built Environment** (Salon G) — Paola Somma, Istituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia, moderator

- Urban Planning as a Spatial Practice
  David Perry, State University of New York at Buffalo

- The Quality of Celebration: Imaginary Geographies and Public Spaces that Work
  Helen Liggett, Cleveland State University

- The Role of Public Space in Contemporary Cities: Some Lessons from Spain & Mexico
  Larry Herzog, San Diego State University

32. **Cities and the Environment: Politics and Policy** (Salon H) — Judith Martin, University of Minnesota, moderator

- Coping with Chemicals: Residents' Responses to Living in a Hazardous Environment
  Ray Burby and Denise Strong, University of New Orleans

- Mediating Environmental Disputes: The Case of Conflicting Interests
  Jane Grant, Indiana University-Purdue University

- Assessing Local Environmental Protection Mechanisms in Cuyahoga County
  Wendy Kellogg and Tom Eastman, Cleveland State University

- Greenbelt-Sunbelt: Metropolitan Greenspace Planning in Portland, Oregon & Orlando, Florida
  R. Bruce Stephenson, Rollins College
Concurrent Sessions

33. Colloquy: Federal Empowerment Zones & Enterprise Communities—An Old House with New Siding? (Salon I) — Dan Schugasser, City of Newark, moderator
   Michael Brinthal, American Political Science Association
   Cathey Briggs, City of Portland
   Carol-Linda Casson, Portland Development Commission
   Roberta Garber, Consultant
   Linda Mogelli Haar, City of Boston

2:00 - 3:30
CONCURRENT PANELS

34. Empirical Analysis of Economic Development Strategies (Medford) — Arthur Johnson, University of Maryland Baltimore County, moderator
   • Municipal Level Economic Development: How Effective Are the Efforts of Medium-sized Texas Cities?
     Rod Hisong, University of Texas, Arlington
   • Continuity & Change in Local Economic Development Practices
     Laura Reese, Wayne State University
   • The Price of Progress: Public Entrepreneurship & Urban Policy
     Jay Jurie, University of Central Florida
   • Competitive Advantage and Local Planning Efforts for Economic Development
     Mark Rosentraub and Michael Przybyski, Indiana University-Indianapolis

35. The Reorchestration of Old Themes or a New Refrain? The EZEC Act of 1993 (Salon A) — Ronald Berkman, Baruch College, City University of New York, moderator
   Ronald Berkman, Baruch College, City University of New York
   Gloria Robinson, City of Detroit
   Marilyn Rubin, John Jay College, City University of New York
   Robert Washington, University of New Orleans

36. Post Industrial Politics (Salon B) — Marc Levine, University of Wisconsin, moderator
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• The Rise of Post-Industrial Politics
  Terry Clark and Michael Rempel, University of Chicago
• Politics, Economics & Culture: Local Responses to Urban Problems in Belfast & Derry
  Jim Smyth, Queens University, and Andreas Cebulla, Northern Ireland Economic Research Centre
• Missed Chances? Regional Transformations in Eastern Germany & Changes in Power
  Margaret Reid, University of Arkansas - Fayetteville

37. Under-Representation and the Underclass: Current Debates about U.S. Inner Cities (Salon C) — Naomi Lede, Texas Southern University, moderator
   • Class Structure and Class Segregation in the Black Ghetto since World War II
     Norman Fainstein, Baruch College of the City University of New York
   • The Underclass Debate: A Comparative Test of Alternative Models of the Underclass
     Richard Njoku and Peter Leahy, University of Akron
   • The More Things Change, The More They Stay the Same: Circular Hopelessness & Inner-City Underrepresented Populations
     Eugene Sanders, Bowling Green State University
   • Majority to Minority: African-American Communities in a State of Change
     Thomas Bourbulas, Cleveland State University

38. Community Planning & Community Participation (Salon D) — Marilyn Gittell, Howard Samuels Center, City University of New York, moderator
   • Grantsmanship and Citizenship: Lessons from the Near Westside
     Avra Johnson and Sue Crawford, Indiana University, and David Swindell, Wright State University
   • The Impacts of Federal Legislative Mandates for Citizen Participation in Urban Community Development
Concurrent Sessions

Dale Thomson, University of Maryland
Baltimore County
• Shoot the F . . . Intermediaries, Especially LISC: Theories of Intermediation for Community-based Development
  Herbert Rubin, Northern Illinois University
• We Citizens: The Self-Crafting of a Democratic Public
  Glen Ernst, University of Delaware
39. Images of the City II (Salon G) — Gary Gappert, University of Akron, moderator
• The City as Suburb - Suburbia in the Central City: Looking for the Origins of the Single Family Home
  David Ames, University of Delaware
• The Postmodern City: Urban Mosaic or Polarized Battleground?
  Enid Arvidson, University of Texas at Arlington
• The Single Family House as an Architecture of Gender
  Stephanie McClellan, University of Delaware
• The Globalized City: What Do the City Residents Get From It?
  Muthusami Kumaran, University of Louisville
40. Reexaminng the Chicago School, Urban Sociology & Urban Ethnography (Salon H) — Fred Viehe, Youngstown University, moderator
• Classic Urban Theory Revisited: Robert Park & Chicago Sociology
  Fred Matthews, York University
• W. E. B. DuBois and The Philadelphia Negro: Revisiting a Classic
  William Edwards, University of San Francisco
• From Distortion to Dishonesty: The Shortcomings of Urban Ethnography
  Timothy Black, University of Hartford
• 25 Years of Urban Ecology in North America
  Eugene Perle, Wayne State University
41. Colloquy: Policymaking in the U.S. Common Market of Local Economic Regions (Salon I) — William Barnes, National League of Cities, and Larry Ledebur, Cleveland State University, moderators

Friday, May 5

Susan Clarke, University of Colorado
Jeffrey Henig, George Washington University
Edward Hill, Cleveland State University

4:00 - 5:30

CONCURRENT PANELS

42. Fair Housing & Integration (Eugene) — Richard Smith, Florida State University, moderator
• Discriminatory Marketing in Racially Mixed Neighborhoods: A Memphis Case Study
  George Galster, The Urban Institute
• Mortgage Lending, Race and Lender Employment
  Gregory Squires, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, and Sunwooong Kim, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
• Creating and Maintaining Diverse Communities: Public Policy for the Nineties
  Philip Nyden and Michael Maly, Loyola University of Chicago
• Segregation and Discrimination in New York’s Public Housing System: Results of Research & Implications for Policy
  Kjan Tajbaksh, New School for Social Research

43. Community Planning versus Community Organizing (Medford) — Avis Vidal, New School for Social Research, moderator
• Policy Problems with Resident Management
  Kristine Lee Leiphart, University of Illinois at Chicago
• Catalytic Comprehensive Community Development Planning
  Corky Poster, University of Arizona
• The Industrial Areas Foundation & the Impact of Community Organizing: Comparing Two New York City Communities
  Timothy Ross, University of Maryland
• Critical Partnerships and Community Organization: Local Government Intervention and the Formation of a Community-based Organization
  Mark Glaser, Wichita State University, and
Concurrent Sessions

Kathryn Denhardt and Joseph Grubbs, University of Central Florida

44. Urbanization & Sustainable Development (Salon A) — Robert Beauregard, University of Pittsburgh, moderator
• The Paradox of Squatter Settlements: The Case of Pinar in Istanbul
  Adenrele Awotona, John Kamara, and David Higdon, University of Newcastle upon Tyne
• Sustainable Development in Spanish Cities
  Pau Serra, University of Maryland, College Park
• Urbanization and Sustainable Development in a Peripheral Global City: The Case of Metropolitan San Juan, 1980-1990
  Arturo Ramos-Dalmau, Colorado State University

45. Tackling the Tough Issues: Homelessness & Hunger (Salon B) — Rebecca Falkenberry, University of Alabama at Birmingham, moderator
• Hunger & Social Policy in American Cities
  Karen Curtis, University of Delaware
• Privacy & Neighboring: Competing Objectives in Supportive Housing for the Homeless Disabled
  Mark Matulef and Michelle Kiser, Westat, Inc.
• Local Government Strategies in Homelessness: A National Survey
  Evan Berman, University of Miami
• Social Reproduction, City Redevelopment & Homelessness
  Talmadge Wright, Loyola University of Chicago

46. International Collaboration on Urban Research & Education: Report on the Bristol Conference (Salon C) — Nevin Brown, American Association for Higher Education, moderator
• Hank Savitch, University of Louisville
• Robin Boyle, Wayne State University
• Margaret Reid, University of Arkansas - Fayetteville
• Robin Hambleton, University of Wales, College of Cardiff

Friday, May 5

Urban Policy (Salon D) — Andrew Prinz, Elmhurst College, moderator
• Evaluating Minority-Focused Small Business Incubation Programs as Economic Development Tools for Inner-City Communities
  Thomas Lyons, University of Louisville, and Gregg Lichtenstein, Ohio State University
• Reexamining the Spatial Mismatch Debate
  Nikolas Theodore, Chicago Urban League, and Virginia Carlson, Northwestern University
• The Cost-Minimizing & Human Capital Development Strategies in Local Economic Development: Competitive or Complementary?
  Michael Burayid, University of Wisconsin - Oshkosh
• Meeting Challenges of Minority-Owned Businesses through Increased Market Competitiveness and Technology Utilization
  James Shanahan, University of Akron

48. Public Policy for Families & Children (Salon G) — Patricia Baron Pollak, Cornell University, moderator
• Children Orphaned by AIDS: A Growing Problem
  Theresa Cameron, Cornell University
• Mentoring & Community Involvement with Youth Development
  Jeffrey Burris, Mankato State University
• From Literacy to Community Building: Toyota Families in Learning Program, New Orleans
  Alma Young and Jennifer Subban, University of New Orleans
• Family Values, Land Use Planning & Demographic Change: A Longitudinal Analysis of Municipal Zoning Codes
  Marsha Ritzdorf, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University

49. Livable Cities, Livable Neighborhoods? (Salon H) — Carla Robinson-Barnes, Georgia State University, moderator
• Back to Neighborhoods? The Potential for
Concurrent Sessions

Neighborhood Government in Indianapolis
  David Swindell, Wright State University
• Building Better Neighborhoods? A Republican
  Mayor Targets the Inner City of Indianapolis
  Roger Parks, Indiana University
• Comprehensive Neighborhood Revitalization
  & the Community Outreach Partnership
  Center Program
  Wim Wiewel, University of Illinois at Chicago
• Congregational Response to Neighborhood
  Change: A Case Study of Church Participation
  in Community Organizing, Planning & Development
  Timothy Peterson, Malone College

50. Colloquy: University Partnerships—
    Urban/Metropolitan Public Policy & the Role of
    the University (Salon I) — David Sweet,
    Cleveland State University, moderator
    Jane Karadbull, U.S. Department of
    Housing & Urban Development
    Larry Ledebur, Cleveland State University
    Kathryn Hexter, Cleveland State University
    Rex LaMore, Michigan State University
    Paul Sunderland, Oregon State University
    Extension, Multnomah County

Saturday, May 6

7:30 - 8:45
OPEN ROUNDTABLES (Salon E)
#1 Future Directions for Gender & the City
  Research — Genie Stowers, San Francisco State
  University
#2 The Orange County Fiasco & the Financial
  Future of Local Governments: Lessons & Limits
  — Mel Powell, Western Governmental Research
  Association
#3 Yonkers Revisited: Politics, Housing
  Desegregation & Neighborhood Change — Joe
  Darden, Michigan State University, and Xavier
  da Souza Briggs, Columbia University

9:00 - 10:30
CONCURRENT PANELS
51. Urban Restructuring & Neighborhood
    Transition (Eugene) — Peter Leahy, University
    of Akron, moderator
    • Rebuilding the Declining Industrial City as a
      Livable Community
      Gordana Rabrenovic, Northeastern
      University
    • Identifying Local Trends Associated with
      William Peterman, University of Illinois at
      Chicago
    • Space, Race, Youth & Deindustrialization in
      Buffalo, NY: An Analysis of the Impacts of
      Economic Restructuring on Youth
      Employment Opportunities
      Beverly McLean, Cooper Union
    • Economic Restructuring & the Urban Poor:
      Political-Economic Response in America
      Jerry Kolo, Florida Atlantic University

52. Disney & the City (Medford) — Stacy Warren,
    Eastern Washington University, moderator
    • The Lessons of Walt Disney World in Orlando
      Richard Fogle son, Rollins College
    • The Lessons from Disney’s Performance in
      California
      William Kahrl, Sacramento Bee
    • Learning from Coney Island: A Broader View
      of Disney’s Impact
      Stacy Warren, Eastern Washington
      University

53. Civic Capacity & Civic Education (Salon A) —
    Susan Clarke, University of Colorado, moderator
    • Education Politics in a “Good Government” System
      Connie Hill and Cheryl Jones, University
      of Maryland, College Park
    • Making Educational Reform: Hard Times in
      Detroit 1988-1994
      Richard Hula, Richard Jelier, and Mark
      Schauer, Michigan State University
    • Civic Capacity, Social Diversity, and Reform
      Politics: Denver
      Susan Clarke and Rodney Hero,
Concurrent Sessions

University of Colorado at Boulder
• Civic Capacity and the Problem of Ephemeral Education Reform
  Jeffrey Henig, George Washington University
54. Corporate Strategies & Economic Restructuring (Salon B) — Robert Whelan, University of New Orleans, moderator
• Labor Management Cooperation at A. O. Smith Milwaukee Works
  Michael Rosen, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
• Minnesota & Northwest Airlines: Public Sector Risks for Private Sector Jobs - The Scenario Runs a Diminished Course
  Dale Olsen, University of Minnesota at Duluth
• Industrial Recruitment Strategy in the 1990s: Dead or Alive?
  Frank Akpadock, Youngstown State University
• Competing in the Global Economy
  Albert Scharer, Texas A&M University
55. Assessing Urban Regeneration: Beyond Tourism & Sports Complexes to High Tech & Prestige Projects (Salon C) — Reata Busby, University of Alabama at Birmingham, moderator
• Places to Play: The Remaking of Cities for Tourists
  Susan Fainstein, Rutgers University - Kilmer Campus, and Dennis Judd, University of Missouri - St. Louis
• The Politics of Urban High Technology Development Strategy: Beyond Baseball & Tourism
  Dennis Muniak, Towson State University
• Riverboat Gambling: A Reversal of Trends in Economic Development
  Drew Klacik and Laura Littlepage, Indiana University
• The Politics of Evaluation Research: A Case Study of Birmingham’s Prestige Projects
  Patrick Loftman, University of Central England
56. Emerging Local Responses to Environmental Problems: The Evolution of Different National Approaches (Salon D) — Peter Meyer, University of Louisville, moderator

Saturday, May 6

• Can Market Incentives Improve Urban Environments & Promote Sustainability? A Look at Approaches Across the United States
  Peter Meyer, University of Louisville
• Reclaiming the Territory of Central Lombardy: The Difficult Search for Effective Planning Instruments
  Alessandro Balducci, Universita “G. D’Annunzio”
• Contending with Polluted Properties: Policy Insights from United States - European Union Comparisons
  Kristen Yount, Northern Kentucky University
57. Reinventing City Services: Equity, Efficiency & Democracy (Salon G) — Mary Ellen Guy, University of Alabama at Birmingham, moderator
• The Concentration Effects of Alternative Service Delivery Arrangements
  Lyke Thompson and Michelle Kuenzi, Wayne State University
• Utilization of Interlocal Contracting among Local Governments: Lessons from the Texas Experience
  David Tees and Richard Cole, University of Texas at Arlington
• Intraurban Structure, Service & Performance—The Big Picture: A National Study Analyzing Patterns from 1940 to 1990
  Wilbur Thompson, Cleveland State University
58. Welfare Reform & Training Programs: Innovative Approaches & Demonstration Projects (Salon H) — Hal Wolman, Wayne State University, moderator
• Employment Policy and Research
  Edward Hill, Cleveland State University
• Julie Rittenhouse, Cleveland State University
• Hal Wolman, Wayne State University
59. Colloquy: Do We Really Matter? Social Research & Urban Policy (Salon I) — George Galster, Urban Institute, moderator
Concurrent Sessions

- Introduction: Do We Really Matter?
  George Galster, Urban Institute
- Economic Development
  Chris Walker, Urban Institute
- Family Support and Social Welfare
  Pamela Holcomb, Urban Institute
- Land Use and Transportation
  Bill Homan, Urban Institute

11:00 - 12:30

CONCURRENT PANELS

60. Rethinking the Urban Agenda in the U.S. & the U.K.
(Eugene) — Bob Waste, Cleveland State University and California State University,
Chico, moderator
- A Liberal Policy Agenda for the Urban Poor
  Scott Cummings, University of Louisville
- Rethinking the Urban Agenda
  Peter Dreier, Occidental College
- Gilding the Ghetto: Revisiting the Debate
  Dennis Keating, Cleveland State University
- Fifteen Years of Failure: English Urban Policy in a Conservative Era
  Paul Lawless, Sheffield Hallam University

61. Statistical Analysis of Urban Conditions
(Medford) — Sandra Kaufman, Cleveland State University, moderator
- Changes in Urban Property Values: Polymer Model, Pilot Study & Policy Implications
  Sandra Kaufman, Anne Friedrich, and Miron Kaufman, Cleveland State University
- A Multidisciplinary Comparison of the Relative Rural & Urban Economic Impacts Associated With Global Economic Change
  Barry Rubin and Mark Hilton, Indiana University
- Agents of the Urban Built Environment: A Comparative Analysis of Capital Spending by City Governments & Special Districts
  Samuel Nunn and Carl Schoedel, Indiana University

62. Leadership & Change in Local Non-Profit Organizations
(Salon A) — Pamela Leland, Marywood College, moderator
- A New Song or Just a Different Verse? A Look

Saturday, May 6

at Current Challenges to the Tax Exempt Status of Nonprofit Organizations
  Pamela Leland, Marywood College
- Confronting the Management Challenge: Nonprofit Organizations & Affordable Housing
  Rachael Bratt, Tufts University; Langley Keyes, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and Alex Schwartz and Avis Vidal, New School for Social Research

(Salon B) — J. John Palen, Virginia Commonwealth University, moderator
- Shifting from Individual to Community Health Concerns: Perceptions of Quality for Vulnerable Urban Populations
  Karen Harlow, Hvason Bang, Melanie Clawson, and Michelle Curtis, Indiana University
- Homicide & the Physical Environment: Assessing the CPTED Approach
  Morton Gulak, Virginia Commonwealth University
  Heywood Sanders, Trinity University
- Human Service Delivery Agencies & the Unanimity Principle: Can Agency Processes & Rules Reflect Constitutional Requirements Conceived of in an “Original Position”? Donald Matthewson and James Bopp, University of California at Riverside

64. Federalism, Regionalism & Growth Strategies in Comparative Perspective
(Salon C) — Janice Tulloss, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
- The Role of State Annexation Policy on Racial & Economic Stratification in Metropolitan Areas
  Janice Tulloss, University of North Carolina at Greensboro
- Decentralization in an Interdependent World
  Jack Dustin, Wright State University
- The Impact of Impact Fees: A Comparative Analysis
Concurrent Sessions

Robert Paterson, University of Texas at Austin
- European Exposure: Appraising European Regional Policy in the English Regions 1994 to 1999 - Recent Experience
  John Shutt, Leeds Metropolitan University

65. The Organization of Metropolitan Areas: Theory and Politics (Salon D) — Ronald Vogel, University of Louisville, moderator
- Reassessing the Organization of Metropolitan Governance: A Further Theoretical Inquiry
  Robert Warren and Jeong Youl Choi, University of Delaware
- Was Tiebout Correct? An Analysis of Metropolitan Public Works Service Environments in North America
  Claire Felbinger and John Mickovsky, Cleveland State University
- Factors Affecting the Success of Metropolitan Organizations: Structure, Local Politics, and Personality
  Donald Norris, University of Maryland Baltimore County

66. Rolling the Dice with U.S. Cities: How City Officials and Neighborhood Coalitions Mitigate the Impacts of Gaming (Salon G) — Fritz Wagner, University of New Orleans, moderator
- Jane Brooks, University of New Orleans
- Anthony Murphrey, University of New Orleans
- William Eadington, University of Nevada
- Fritz Wagner, University of New Orleans

67. Neighborhood in the 90s: The Evolution of a Conceptual Framework (Salon H) — Carl Abbott, Portland State University, moderator
- News from the ‘Hood: A Research Note on Neighborhoods as a Category of Analysis in Recent Urban Scholarship
  Karry Gillespie and David Sutherland, Portland State University
- Affluent Neighborhoods & Economic Development: The Case of Hidden Hills, Oregon
  Terri Ewing, Oregon State University
- The Neighborhood Unbound
  Mark Herwick, Portland State University

Saturday, May 6

- Taking Control: Neighborhood Activism in the 1990s
  Richard White, Portland State University

68. Colloquy: Banfield’s Unheavenly City, Revisited—Redemption or Eternal Damnation? (Salon I) — Robert Beauregard, University of Pittsburgh, moderator
- Robert Beauregard, University of Pittsburgh
- Helen Liggett, Cleveland State University
- Hank Savitch, University of Louisville
- Henry Louis Taylor Jr., State University of New York at Buffalo
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